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when her way obviously couldn't. And once she felt one's
impatience a whole week's crop of confidence might be—
and was once or twice—destroyed.1
The reader may think such re-education is not worth the
time and trouble. It is impossible if the pupil does not
want to acquire the skill, but if he does, a re-education that
gives confidence, that takes the pupil out of a special class
of ' can'ts ' and puts him into the ordinary class of * cans ',
that encourages him to conquer difficulties that have
bothered him for some large fraction of his life, is surely of
enormous value in the growth of personality and character.
The Obstinate Child
If any generalization is safe about difficult conduct it
is that in nearly all cases it is due to some emotional cause
that very often disappears with sensible treatment. Thus
a little child is often obstinate merely because he is begin-
ning to be aware of his own power and he wants to find out
how fax he can defy or go counter to the commands of more
important people. Here obstinacy is a case of self-assertion
and if the child is given better ways of using his power,
and he is made to feel that his fellows are co-operating with
him and are not in any way against him, he grows out of it.
In other cases obstinacy is a symptom of fear, as, I
suppose, it is with a horse with a balky will, and the only
hope is to remove the fear. This is probably the explan-
ation of a child's insistence on repeating the same mistake
each time she gets to a certain point in reading or arith-
metic. She says the word * black* wrong, is corrected and
told to re-read the passage; * but her fear makes her word-
blind. When she reaches that point where she read' black %
she reads * black' fagain. There is only one cure in a
case like this—leave the qhM alone with no feeling that
her mistake is serious. Oil .another occasion in entirely
1 The girl passed h,er qualifying exanmiaticai—a year later than
the average entrant.

